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ABSTRACT

The generator coordinate method with a square-veil construction

potential and Skyrrae-like interactions is applied to calculate

It 16
characteristics of He and 0 nuclei. The corresponding nucleon

momentum distributions have a high momentum component, which differs

from the results obtained with a harmonic oscillator potential.
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The influence of some kinds of nucleon-nucleon correlations

on the ground state characteristics and collective excited states

of nuclei can be described in the framework of the generator

coordinate method (GCM) (i,2] .Flocard and Vautherln [l]

successfully used harmonic oscillator functions and Skyrme-type

forces [3-5] in GCM calculations.lt is known,however,that the

calculations in a variational method 3uch as GCM,depend on the

choice of the construction potential.In particular,the use of pure

oscillator potential strongly affects the behaviour of some

physical quantities because of the specific asymptotic of the

harmonic oscillator functions.

The purpose of this work is to calculate nuclear characteris-

tics Buch as energies,densities,radii and nucleon momentum

distributions for He and 0 monopole vibrations by means of GOM

with square-well functions and Skyrme-Hke forces.The Coulomb

and spin-orbit interactions are neglected.We consider a square-

well potential with infinite walls and its radius X is chosen

to be the generator coordinate.Slater determinants are constructed

from the corresponding neutron and proton orbitals ^l*,*) .

In the case of a Skyrme-type interaction the Hamiltonian kernel

#(X,x') of the Hill-Wheeler equation is of the form [fa] :

H H( */»

where,in the case of N=Z, H(*,x', r ) i s given by the expression

.s*^(5t,ot,)(ST+f) + (2)

The quantities ta , t, } t1} t-$ and G are Skyrrae force parameters.

The density p ,the kinetic energy density f and the current density

1 are defined by
6 m

A/ir (3)

where H is the mass number of the nucleus and

(4)

The overlap kernel

]
is given by

(5)

In order to solve the Hill-Wheeler equation

L< <«,*') -E^x.x')] $(x') d x ' - O (6)

we introduce a discrete set of points X, ,as in f.,7] .In this'

way equation (6) is reduced to a matrix eigenvalue problem.

The cm.corrections are taken into account as in the papers [i] .

The calculations with square-well functions and sets of

Skyrme parameters [4,5] cannot reproduce the binding energy of

l 60 nucleus,e.g.with Skill-force [4] Eo«-108.4 MeV and with

5kM*[5] E =-108.5 MeV,whereas in the case of harmonic oscillator

functions EQ=-139.89 MeV and E Q =-139.36 MeV, respectively.We

obtain that a good fit to the binding energy of 0 could be

achieved with the following parameter set of effective Skyrrae-

like forcei t0 =-2765, ^=317.33, ^=-38.04, ^=16623 and

C =1/6.The corresponding nuclear matter characteristics arei

E/A = -15.98 MeV/A,the incompressibility K = 221.1 MeV,m%n=0.746
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and the equilibrium density q9 = 0.148 fin
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The calculated values for the energies and the r.m.s.radii

for ground and first monopole states of He and 0 nuclei are

given in Table l.The ground state weight functions J.(IO are

plotted in Pig.l.The results for energies and the r.m.s.radii are

in general agreement with those from [l] and confirm the

conclusions made in this work that correlations induced by the

monopole mode on the ground state of He nucleus are essential,

which is not the case of the nucleus l 6 0 . Tbp nuclear proton

density

is calculated for He and 0 and is compared with other approaches

in Fig.2.

In GCM the nucleon momentum distribution can he written as

fl/*

(8)

with

where l̂ ftf,*) la the Fourier transform of Pf?, x) .The distributions

Yl(a) for *He and 0 (Pig.5a and 5b) are compared to those of

Zaoolitzkl and Ejr [a] based on different N-N forces,and also to

the results from [9] .As can he seen the nucleon momentum

distributions have a high-momentum component,which is not the case

for uncorrelated nucleons.Our results differ significantly from

the momentum distribution calculations with harmonic oscillator

functions {see Fig.3)tin particular,in the high momentum region

( <l y 2 fm ).This difference does not depend essentially on the

particular choice of Skyrme parameter sets (Skill,SkM ) in

square-well calculations.For momenta Cl^ 2 fm the momentum

distribution is strongly affected by N-N correlations [a-10].

Therefore one can conclude that the version of GCM,considered in

this work,more completely accounts for these correlations in

comparison with the harmonic oscillator GCM-resuits.It must be

also noted,that the assumed type of a generator coordinate is

more appropriate for studying the monopole vibration (breathing)

mode of nuclei.This mode treated as a zero-motion of nuclear den-

sity is considered in [9].

In conclusion,we point out that the criterion for a suitable

choice of generator coordinates is not only the successful

description of some ground state properties such as the binding

energy,the density etc.,but also of the characteristics of nuclear

states and processes which are more sensitive to the nucleon-

nucleon correlations.
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TABLE 1.Energies (in MeV) and r.m.s.radii (in fm) of the ground

and first excited monopole states obtained in the GCM-

calculations with square-well construction, potential

Nucleus

l 60

Eo

-36.

-139

54

.96

1

2

ro

.758

.62

El

-9.6

-107.28

2

2

rl

.80

.89

AS

26

32

1

.94

.68
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.1.Ground state weight functions f,(x} for 4He and 0.

Fig.2a.Proton density of 4He calculatedtwith square-well functions

in GCH (GCSW).with harmonic oscillator functions in GCM and

SkM* (GCHO) and with Hartree-Fock method (HF).

Fig.2b.Proton density of 1 60 calculated with square-well functions

in GCM (GCSW),vith harmonic oscillator functions in GCM and

SkM* (GCHO) and with Hartree-Fock method.

Fig.3.Nucleon momentum distribution for 4Re (3a) and 0 (3b).

The present calculations (GCStf);from [e] calculated with

different potentialsiReid soft core(RSC) ,de Tourreil-Sprung

super soft core (SSCB) and (ONC).uncorrelated for Reid soft

core;fxom the flucton model [9] (PH);in GGM with harmonic

oscillator functions and SkM* -forces (GCHO).
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